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The question asked on a FB teachers forum was the following : I start my NQT in September, any top tips 

for things that might make life easier in September? 

NQT = Newly Qualified Teacher (our equivalent of T1). 

Here are Fifty Ways to Survive in the First Year of Teaching. 

PLEASE READ AND SELECT YOUR FIVE FAVOURITES IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE. 

1. Time management. Make sure you have some downtime. 

2. Don't reinvent the wheel, use and adapt resources that already exist  and don't have textbook guilt, 

its fine to use! 

3. Get some quality sleep during holidays and a decent sleep routine. Don't get plastered every 

weekend you will pay for it long term 😂. Eat loads of fruit and vegetables for energy. Carbs in 

evening not for lunch (snooze). Stay on top of marking. Do your best but remember to not take 

things personally. Students and staff also have their problems and can be awkward cause they don't 

deal with them well. Be confident and ask for help and support when needed ! � 

4. Remember kids will be kids. Do what you can do, and then stop without guilt.  

5. Just finishing mine. It's been fantastic! I think it's all about relationships. Establish good ones with as 

many people as possible, especially your department. 

6. Pick a class to prepare "awesome" lessons for each half term - it's too overwhelming to plan fun 

lessons for every class every day, but if you dedicate your attention to one at a time, you don't feel 

too bad when you can't be all singing and dancing all day every day! 

7. Do things like car insurance and MOT, going to the dentist etc in the summer hols, invest in dry 

shampoo, get a sturdy lunch box and take healthy snacks, drink lots of water, wear flats rather than 

heels, take all advice given, don't reinvent the wheel, use us and our resources to help you, buy a 

large packet of blank lolly sticks from eBay for name lucky dips, get your own laminator and have 

fun!  

8. Find out and use regularly the names of the cleaners, the receptionists, lunch time staff and the 

admin staff and the reprographics people and treat them with utmost respect as without them the 

school would grind to a halt...and you never know when you need their help. 

9. Try and get involved in things around the school, not just in MFL, so that the kids get to know you - 

half the battle is them getting used to you and once you are a familiar face they'll be so much 

easier. 

10. Nothing wrong with doing the same style starter or activity all week with each class (diff content 

though, obvs) so you can master it and it saves time planning 

11. My PGCE mentor once told me remember that they are only kids, it is only your job.  

12. Toothbrush, toothpaste and spare tights in your handbag... 

13. Be realistic on your planning. As someone else has said you can't reinvent the wheel but you can 

tweak it to suit your needs. Get involved with whatever you can!! Try to organize an activity to get 

the experience.. I did a y5 taster day. Put aside time in the week for a hobby you like .. running or 

something exercise based. It works wonders. Most important... be positive and enjoy. 

14. Try to get out of your dept and make friends in other depts. you'll hear how "naughty' students are 

amazing and how amazing the naughty ones are for you. You'll learn from each other and see how 
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normal how you feel is! Good luck and remember it's a just a job and at least every 8 weeks you get 

at least a week off!! 

15. Make yourself a list now of activity ideas and different marking and differentiation techniques 

you've picked up so you have a little inspiration when you need it. 

16. Have a 'you' day once a week where no work is allowed! 

17. Use any free time wisely, doing marking and any of the many little time-consuming jobs you'll have. 

Share resources and ask colleagues to share with you. Have a water bottle and drink plenty. Don't 

go home too late! Have a life. 

18. Get enough sleep. I can't recommend that enough. 

19. Do the basic prep for all of your lessons then go back and add extra detail / make them look pretty 

at the end if you have time / energy. It's so easy to waste time on something which may not reap 

the benefits. 

20. Full day off is a must. Do something non worky before bed each night to relax. Buy non-iron work 

clothes. Remember/ write down if you need to, one thing the kids did which made you smile / 

proud each day. It is a mad year, but the good should outweigh the bad if your dept are behind you. 

21. Plan your downtime and stick to it. Be organized. Stay calm. Observe lots of other teachers in and 

out of subject. Believe in yourself. 

22. Peer marking and independent learning - best lessons are the ones where the kids do all the work 

😊 

23. Keep your cool. Don't let kids get under your skin 

24. Ask kids to Green pen review their own progress in lesson. Set 1 bit of personal homework set from 

difficult bits. Stick to it and they will eventually get used to doing it. 

25. Oh, get a stamper for verbal feedback given or ask them to green pen after you advise them  

26. Don't be afraid to ask for help - it's a strength, not a weakness. 

27. Second this completely - sometimes people just try to soldier on with something despite not being 

sure about it and it makes things a lot more difficult in the long run than if they just ask for help at 

the start :) 

28. I've given the advice of following the school's behaviour policy so strictly, so the kids know you take 

no messing from the straight off. 

29. Yes and it really helps to treat the policy as this immovable object that is completely separate from 

the personalities - you're not punishing them because you want to or because they've annoyed you 

(even though they probably have), it's just because they've gone against the policy and therefore 

left you with no option 

30. Stampers for common comments are a real time saver eg verbal feedback given. 

31. Make to-do lists to tick off (satisfying ) and flag emails. File everything carefully - paper or 

electronic- saves so much time. 

32. Whatever the kids can peer mark, get them to do it. Also www / ebi peer mark and then they 

improve their work ( you can provide help here). Good luck! 

33. Take all the advice you can get and listen to teachers with more experience. They can really help 

you get the most out of your year. Get to know the pupils and have fun in the lessons. 

34. Some great advice here but one my key things I'd do differently is not be too nice at the start! I was 

too nice with my mentor group and some of my classes and they've ended up thinking I'm a bit of a 

pushover. I'm not saying be mean or unfairly harsh but don't fall into the trap of trying to be 

'friendly' with them. 
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35. Always keep your your cool in front of the kids. Don't raise your voice until it's your last resort. 

36. Be careful with the whole work/life balance thing. You can end up rushing to get home for the sake 

of it. Take as much time as you need, don't rush to get through everything. You'll be more stressed 

out. The more you put in, the more you get out of it! 

37. If you haven't found it yet, find your 'teacher angry' and use it - if you wait until you are actually 

cross it's much harder. And make time for yourself/relationship/family/friendships. Actually plan in 

things for weekends and holidays - stuff to look forward to and to switch off with. A couple of days 

away at Oct half term is brilliant if you can manage it. 

38. Book something and go, or otherwise it just gets wasted doing stuff that isn't all that necessary. 

Teaching never ends, there is always something else to do. Just take your holiday! And why have 13 

weeks holiday if you don't use it? 

39. Give yourself time to get things right. Don't expect to be able to do everything you want to do all at 

once right at the beginning. Don't be hard on yourself when things aren't perfect. 

40. Also, make an effort straight away to get to know the students –  

41. Be kind to yourself 

42. Don't give up ! First lesson you are going to teach... enjoy it even if you prepare it for 10 hours !!!  

43. I was an NQT last year. I'd recommend just one thing: consistency. Start thinking now of how you 

want your class to be. What will be the routines? How will you deal with low level disruption? How 

will you dismiss the class? Be firm but fair from the outset. And know what the first set of 

assessments will be!! 

44. Learn their names in the first ten minutes of the first lesson - they will be impressed by your 

memory skills and you will be empowered! Tell them that having a poor memory is just a cop-out, 

they actually believe it but if they can speak their native language they must have a good memory! 

45. Look for small victories. Stop when something is 'good enough'. Don't take on too much too quickly 

- give yourself time to settle/develop your practice. Strive for a 'firm but fair' persona. Greet pupils 

when you pass them around school. Courage! 

46. WINE 

47. Apart from wine 🍷 which is "partly" a joke ... I wanted to point out that it's lovely to read all your 

messages!!! English teachers are just... incredible :) You're amazing and supportive! It's very nice 

you all spend time to type something ;) 

48. I'm just finishing my NQT year and Planboard (online planner) has made my life sooo much easier! 

You just add your timetable and put in as much detail as you want for your lesson plan and can add 

resources to it. PLANBOARD.CHALK.COM 

49. One more tip...everyone has a bad day. Move on as quickly as possible. Whatever happens  Don't 

take it personally and make sure you build a relationship with your students...it will take time but 

that's the most valuable thing ever - good luck and enjoy the adventure 

50. What I can suggest to you is not to want too much too soon. Give yourself time and for now enjoy 

your holidays! The first few weeks will be all about you establishing your role in the classroom, not 

much about teaching but making kids aware of your expectations and routines. Be consistent with 

those and establish relationships with them. Don't plan your lessons now, it's not worth too far 

ahead as you will have to see your classes to understand what would and wouldn't work. Make a 

booklet/folder writing why you chose teaching career and it will be very useful in your moments 

down. Never give up! And best of luck! 


